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by
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I have slowly come to a view about the availability of energy that is now so firmly locked in my basic
belief that I feel compelled to pass it on to others not having such a firm resolve. With my presently held
view, I see no problem whatsoever in easily extracting all of the energy mankind needs from our immediate
environs. It is not an involved problem at all—except of the behavioral characteristics of man himself who
seems more prone to moan about his plight and engage in the minutia of endless circles instead of pressing
onward.
Consider the very evident and seemingly miraculous balanced state of charge we live in. There is almost
exactly the same number of positive charges as there are negative ones in this and almost all directly
observable nearby planets. When one thinks of the gigantic numbers involved in achieving this balance, it
does seem miraculous until you look at the simplest possible explanation. It is a self-correcting system
where all the extraneous charges are selectively cancelled by a very natural process. The result of this
process is to produce a very peaceful state of existence but one putting us in an apparent energy null. The
price for living in the energy doldrums is that we must scuttle about to whip up a few watts.
Although not as obvious as the electrical case, we might also be living in a condition of balanced gravity
whereas all we are affected by is what is left over from another cosmic balancing act. Those special things
or shapes that were not balanced would have been whisked away from here long ago and deposited
elsewhere in the Universe. Some theoretical considerations of fundamental gravity terms show the
possibility of gravitational forces being plus and minus 40 orders of magnitude from where we presently
sit. That is a lot of pushing and pulling that could possibly be put to good use if we were to find and utilize
a special shape or entity not subject to the time-derived rules of gravitational balance.
If you consider electronic charges, clustered in the form of an EVO, as an entity that can be deformed into a
slightly new state of existence by the application of a small bias field applied to it, then the forces of gravity
could possibly be utilized in such a way as to forcibly propel the structure in whichever way the bias field
indicates. This thrusting effect can be likened to space warping and pronounced to be a form of propulsion.
Existing in this energy-starved (by energy balancing) region of the Universe has just made us overly
conscious of an apparent paucity of energy resources, when in fact; we are everywhere covered up by
virtually free sources of energy. All we have to do to recover vast resources of energy for our use is to warp
space a tiny bit. This is just like squeezing a sweet orange to get its nectar. No squeeze—no juice.
Clues into tweaking space via EVO biasing can be found at: http://www.svn.net/krscfs/
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